AVIATION SECURITY DIRECTIVE

EXT REFERENCE
DEPT REF: CAV/CASU/1/1
VALIDITY: With effect from 20 December 2016

DISTRIBUTION:
AS PER DISTRIBUTION LIST
Directive No: ASD 12 of 2016
Issue Date: 16 December 2016

Subject: Operation of D GATE in the South East Region of Sir Seewoosagur Ramgoolam International Airport.

1.0 This Aviation Security Directive (ASD) is issued pursuant to provisions of Sections 14 and 19 of the Civil Aviation (Security) Regulations 2008 for guidance and necessary actions to be taken in respect to the operation of D GATE in the South East Region of Sir Seewoosagur Ramgoolam International Airport (SSRIA).

2.0 Arrangements
(a) With effect from 20 December 2016 at 12h00, normal entry and exit of vehicles and persons into the Security Restricted Area (SRA) of SSRIA in the South East Area will be through D GATE. Pedestrians will use the Pedestrian Gate for entry and exit. A site plan to proceed to D GATE from Holiday Inn Hotel is on verso of this ASD.

(b) The SRA in the South East Region of SSRIA is realigned as shown in dotted red line on verso of this ASD.

(c) The E GATE in the South East region which serves for entry and exit of vehicles and persons into and out of the Primary Sub Zone of SSRIA will no longer be used for normal entry and exit into the SRA of SSRIA. The E GATE will be used only for entry and exit of staff and vehicles of Oberoi Flight Services Ltd.

(d) Access to D GATE and E GATE will be controlled by Police. Only holders of valid Aviation Security Identification Cards / Provisional Passes will be granted access.

(e) Police will grant access to Passengers and Meeters/Greeters to YU Lounge Terminal through D GATE, based on the GAM list issued daily.

The collaboration of everyone is sought for the enhancement of aviation security.

I RAGHOOBURISING
for Director of Civil Aviation
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